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Note from the Chief Symposium Editor 
The first four articles in this issue were prompted by the “Sex Crimes 
and Offenses in an Era of Reform” symposium, which was held on November 6, 
2015. The symposium examined a current event: the second wave of rape law 
reforms. While the first wave of rape law reforms focused on ameliorating 
women’s treatment as property and the tendency to blame the victim based on 
gendered moral judgments of sexual conduct, today’s second wave of rape law 
reforms grapples with balancing feminist critiques that the crime’s treatment is 
unfair to victims and too forgiving of perpetrators with the rights of the accused. 
Authored by Professor Stephen Schulhofer of New York University 
School of Law and Professor Aya Gruber of the University of Colorado Law 
School respectively, the first two articles focus on the American Law Institute’s 
proposal for the definition of consent for sex offenses. The third article, by 
Professor Edward Imwinkelried of the University of California Davis School of 
Law, rethinks evidentiary rules in rape prosecutions. The fourth and last article 
from the symposium, by Dr. Kristen Jozkowski of the University of Arkansas, 
serves as a reminder that today’s second wave of rape law reforms extends 
beyond the formal legal system to college campuses. 
While not prompted by the “Sex Crimes and Offenses in an Era of 
Reform” symposium, the final two articles in this issue are similar to the articles 
prompted by the symposium in that they too examine current events. 
Specifically, Lisa Jane Lindhorst’s article explores government ethics reform in 
Virginia in the wake of Governor McDonnell’s trial and Harvey Gee’s article 
discusses the application of habeas corpus law to terrorism cases. 
The University of the Pacific Law Review would like to thank all of the 
exceptional authors who contributed to this issue—meeting and working with 
you has been an honor. We owe the success of this issue to your unwavering 
patience and diligence throughout the editorial process.  
The University of the Pacific Law Review would also like to thank McGeorge 
Professors Michael Vitiello and Raquel Aldana for their vision and leadership 
throughout the planning process and on the day of the “Sex Crimes and Offenses 
in an Era of Reform” symposium. We express our deepest gratitude to our 
editors, staff, Casandra Fernandez, and Stevey Clement for their continued hard 
work. Lastly, we are especially grateful to Pauline Rodriguez Acosta, who leads 
every issue to publication, and Cathleen Mulloy-Gregson for her assistance. 
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